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responsibilities:
overall synergy gigamapping
biocorridors
human and non-human communities
materials and fabrication techniques
circualr economy
blockchain

(Zhao, 2020)

(Zhao, 2020)

(Wang, 2020)

(Feng, 2020)
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GIGAMAP OF CIRCULAR ECONOMY & BLOCKCHAIN
HUICONG MENG
C1924845

Block 2
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Example
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Block 1
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Transform into

Waste

Interdisciplinary
Design

Block 2
Fertilizer
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Aesthetics

Natural
Regeneration

HOW DOES BITCOIN WORK

Example

Geography

Native Flora

BlockChain

Bitcoin Miner

BlockChain
Receivers

Senders

Networks

Biological
cycle

Protection

Receivers
The first is to use the concept of contemporary
sustainable architecture for architectural
design. For example, assemble and recyclable
materials.

Bank

DAMAGE

GIGAMAPS

Team member B

Arup Designs Prototype Building Based on Circular Economy Principles

In a prototype developed for the 2016
London Design Festival, Arup Associates
designed The Circular Building, one of the
first buildings in the UK built to satisfy
Circular Economy principles, in which “all
components need to be implemented and
utilized to their full potential and to the
duration of their life cycle, while creating
a comfortable and aesthetic environment
for the user.”
Through the design process, extensive
materials research and testing was required
to ensure circularity. This information
thus became a Materials Data Base and
exhibition catalog, “collating for the first
time information on the production, material
substance, and next use of each asset,”
tracked via QR code.
The entire project was created in an
eight-week design stage and build time of
two weeks on a constrained site in central
London.

Finally, analyze the biological chain in the city from the
perspective of the blockchain， such as green corridors
in cities.

Exchange
Money Transfer Services

SOFTWARE

PROJECT
GOVERNMENT COMMUNITY

BITCOIN

In Danjian's prototype, the biggest key lies in the
cooperation of children to create and provide a
shelter for animals, and to create a cycle between
animals and plants.

GROUP EDUCATION
FABRICATION GLAMORGAN

PROTOTYPESKILL
HANDWORK

In Meihui's prototype, the habit and population of
bats are the research direction, because the number
of bats is very important to the ecology of Cardiff
city.

ORGANIZATION MODEL

SOCIETY
-

STORY
DESIGN
PLAY BIOCORRIDOR
GIGAMAP
SYNERGETIC
LANDSCAPES
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
BLOCKCHAIN ENERGY
TEAM
FLOWER
BAT
LVY ALGAE
AGRICULTURE

GEOGRAPHY
Yuan Zhao

Yuchen Wang

Yutao Feng

MINIMAP

ARCHITECTURE

MATERIAL

GRASSHOPPER

In Yuan's prototype, Yuan wanted to create a
structure conducive to plant growth to create a
miniature plant environment. Plants are an important
link in energy transfer.

In Yuchen's prototype, Yuchen wanted to use a
growable building structure to make a miniature
building to serve as a shelter for animals.

In Yutao's prototype, Yutao wanted to design a wood
recycling device to complete the energy cycle. Allows
wood to be recycled and returns energy to the land.
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Herbicides

Negative Impacts

Arthropod (insects)

Vitruvius

Mies van der Rohe

Zaha Hadid

change

Codesign ‘Public Participation’ Design A Complex Interdisciplinary
Wormen Hotel

Gigamap &

(Meng, 2020)

Team Project

WORM

BREATHE

VEGETABLE

MUSHROOM

Development

NUTRIENT

WILLOW

CYCLE

This picture mainly introduces the role of circular economy in different
prototypes in Grangetown project. It mainly refers to transactions between
energy currencies. For example, plants receive energy from sunlight and soil and
pass energy money to animals and soil. Throughout the project, every prototype
is linked.

TOKEN

SHELTER

App Introduction

FINAL EFFECT

RIVER

LIVING

ATP （C10H16N5O13P3）

ROT

POOL

ENERGY CURRENCY

BEE

This picture mainly introduces the real circular economy promoted in the
Grangetown project, and encourages residents to learn how to protect the
of Grangetown by giving residents tokens.

ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
natural environment

This picture shows the design of the app for this project. Residents can learn the instructions to make prototypes and
receive tokens.

GRANGETOWN

GROW

ECOLOGY

Cross-species and cross-matter circular economies

Farming

A worm hotel is a cupboard on the street where
local residents compost their vegetables, fruit and
food scraps with the help of worms. This not only
provides a valuable soil improver, it also makes the
neighborhood more fun and pleasant.
Many people want to get started themselves
for a better future and start a worm hotel.
Neighbors teach each other and the children
in the neighborhood how the cycle of organic
materials works and how nice it is to have more
contact with your environment. Twice a year at
the harvest festival the home-made compost is
distributed among the residents who participate
and all gable gardens and planters receive a
dose of extra food. The neighborhood is becoming
greener, cozier and healthier.
Everyone wins at a worm hotel; the people in the
neighborhood who become more fun, the municipality
that has to process less residual waste, the
animals and plants that receive better food and
of course the worms that are spoiled all year
round in a nice hotel!
And then we are not even talking about the proud
heroes of the social workplace who build the
worm hotels, the supervisors of the neighborhood
groups who earn a little money alongside their job
by giving courses and helping with good composting.
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EcoSystemic CoDesign and CoLiving

BOX

WHAT IS A WORMEN HOTEL?

Bitcoin & Internet technology

Rethinking relational conventions
through blockchain
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GRAFTING MICROORGANISM
STOOL

Blockchain

MALLARD DUCK

Fig 1_TreeHugger Project

DEAD WOOD

Fertilizers

Tree Hugger

SNAIL

'The project COLridor, where the
TreeHugger (see Figure1) is a first
prototype, engaged cooperation of
Collaborative Collective NGO, CooLAND NGO,
Faculty of Art and Architecture at the TU
of Liberec, Faculty of Forestry and Wood
Sciences at the Czech University of Life
Sciences in Prague and the local community
biotic and abiotic agency, including humans.'

NEST

Tree Hugger
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REED FUNGUS

Contemporary Environmental Issues in
Europe

COLLECTION

CO CREATION

TEAM CO-DESIGN

Theory

Contemporary Environmental Issues in Europe

RECEIVERS

KINDERGARTEN EXPERIMENT

In Huicong's prototype, research on wild ducks and
providing shelter for wild ducks were key. Children
can learn to protect wild birds by making duck nests.
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Block 1
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WEAVE

Economics

Co-design &
Co-creation

CONNECTION

Secondly, academic research can be carried out with the concept
of blockchain. For example, decentralized Co-design research,
academic resources shared with each other, and summary design
on gigamaps.
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1.1 Introduction
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(Wang, 2020)

(Wang, 2020)

Synergetic Landscapes

DIYCompetition

The aim of the competition is to encourage people to use
natural materials to create liveable spaces for other species in your front and back garden.
Deadline: August 10th, 2020
Please, select the design you would like to reproduce
and go to its DIY recipe via QR code.
How to Participate:
1. Post photos of the completed installation on Twitter
and @Synergetic_landscape
2. Upload it to a map on this website:
http://47.107.148.84/pages/login.html
Rewards: Participants could receive Tokens that can be
exchanged for gifts from local small businesses.

Feng & Wang, 2020)

MA AD Group B

(Feng,m 2020)

(Feng, 2020)

(Zhao, 2020)

(Wang, 2020)

(Feng, 2020)

(Wang, 2020)

generative communities redesign?
online / tangible
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